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printer monitoring systems allow you to ensure that your printing process runs seamlessly.
monitoring systems can be operated locally or remotely, and the important thing to remember is

that monitoring never interrupts the printing process. service consumables. many industrial printers
use consumables that must be replaced periodically and which require exacting care. should the

consumables fail in the machine, there is no way to guarantee that the print quality or the printing
process will be ruined. thanks to videojet an on-site maintenance service you have the guarantee

that maintenance follows the precise requirements. in-house expertise. the components of the
machines are designed by videojet. because we made the machines in-house, we are able to ensure

that the entire process is individually developed and optimised for the business needs. printer
replacement. many printers in the field have low printing quality. their quality is often very poor, so
it is not uncommon to have to replace a printer. the quality of the replacement can determine if the
whole operation runs smoothly or not. simplicity: direct connection to the printer. videojet has been
making machines since the mid-1970's and have always focused on bringing you a simple, reliable
printing solution. our printers will quickly print the job, so you can move onto the next one. the usp

of videojet continuous inkjet printers, is their flexibility, you can select different functions depending
on your needs and preferences. choose among a multitude of configurations to create your ideal

custom product.
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the printer technology we use, including the
use of digital technology, brings a lot of

benefits: faster throughput at a lower cost per
unit; easier maintenance due to the fact that
fewer consumables are used; lower printing

costs due to a high level of dynamic
management; reduced downtime for the

printer because of maintenance being easier;
and more flexibility for printing, since the

printer can be used for variable formats. the
printing system is easily configurable and the

technology we use is easily updated. this
allows optimum utilisation of the technology,

and also reduces maintenance costs and
increases quality of service. the willett 460mi
is able to print at high speeds and, thanks to

the automatic document feeder, high volumes
of output can be achieved. the printhead is

replaced automatically at the end of the print
operation, which extends the life of the

printhead. ease of servicing and particularly
clean prints: the printheads are cleaned from
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ink and paper by running the printer in self-
cleaning mode. this avoids time-consuming
cleaning of the printheads and consumes

significantly less consumables. the printhead
is automatically changed to print the correct
colour ink. this reduces the wear and tear on
the printhead. the yellow and blue printheads
consume an average of 1,100 ml and 1,200 ml
of toner a year, which represents 1.25% and
1.4% of the annual print volume respectively.
this corresponds to a printhead change every
5,000 pages and 5,500 pages. the printer is

equipped with a printhead maintenance
system that can be accessed without any

tools. no additional software or instructions
are needed to change the color of the

printheads, or to remove or replace the
printhead. 5ec8ef588b
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